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Merino Pure
Article number: 4696Quality:
100 % virgin wool (merino extrafine superwash)
50 g / 120 m
ball type: cake ball
Recommended needle size: 3,0 - 4,0
Swatch: 22 M x 30 R = 10 cm x 10 cm
Material usage:
approx. 600 g for a sweater in size 38

Needle Size: 3,0 - 4,0mm

Usage:
Pullover size EU38: approx. 600 g, Hat: approx. 100 g

Description:
pure, finely spun merino wool is a natural product
a fantastic yarn for all kinds of high-quality knitting projects
easy-care because of the superwash treatment
unbelievably premium and cuddly soft
very good wearing conditions and temperature regulation
12 threads are spun together using a double twisting process which binds the individual
fibres into the yarn exceptionally well
the knitted pieces tend not to pill as easily, last longer and have brilliant colours
a large range of fashionable colours makes the selection difficult
very nice and homogenous knit stitches, creates a uniform knitted surface
perfect for pattern fans, whether cables, lacework, Fair Isle or simple colour combinations in
stripes
slips easily over the needles, almost as if it is knitting itself

Use - Knitting Ideas:
multitude of diverse uses for all requirements
because it is so soft, perfect for babies and small children
for high-quality jumpers, jackets, vests, etc.
also good for cuddly accessories such as infinity scarves and hats that will keep the wearer
warm and won’t scratch
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Care Instructions:
using extra gentle cycle washable at max. 40°C, it is best to use the hand wash cycle on the
machine
use liquid fine or wool detergent
do not use fabric softeners because the wool can loose its natural bounce and superwash
treated fibres do not react well to fabric softeners
dry knitted pieces lying flat on a towel and gently stretch into shape
do not dry in direct sunlight
do not iron
do not use chlorine bleach
not not tumble dry
can be professionally dry-cleaned
delicate washing cycle, max. 30 °C
chlorine for bleaching not possible
do not put in the dryer
Do not iron
porfessional dry cleaning possible
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